The September 23 OPEC+ meeting in Algiers is taking on a bit of life of its own as what was initially thought to be a fundamental review of production data by OPEC's steering committee has now turned into a 20+ nation affair. Suggesting everyone wants a seat at the table most likely to discuss the supply disruption from Iranian sanctions, which is leading to speculation that further production increases will be presented at the meeting. Gold Markets. Another case of rinse and repeat. Systems thinking can help you tame the complexity of real-world problems by providing a structured way of balancing a broad, overall view with the selection of the right level of detail, truly allowing you to «see the forest for the trees». Only by taking a broad view can we avoid the twin dangers of a silo mentality-in which a fix 'here' simply shifts the problem to 'there', and organisational myopia-in which a fix 'now' gives rise to a much bigger problem to fix 'then'. "Seeing the Forest for the Trees" will give you all the tools and techniques you need, with many practical examples as divers.